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Dear Eastgate Bible Fellowship, 

 

The authorities in the Separatist controlled "People's Republic of 

Luhansk" made a shocking statement that called for shutting down the 

activities of all Baptist Union Churches.  

 

Along with this announcement they published a video which shows 

masked un-uniformed officers storming a small church service, 

demanding legal document and then searching the entire facility for 
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any kind of banned materials or evidence against them.  

 

Police enter the room where the small church gathers as they sing the 

words of the chorus “Christ is with me” one of the officers, wearing a 

mask to hide his identity, walks to the front of the room and says, 

“Please show me the documents and registration for conducting this 

event.” 

“Are you a church” the policeman asks. 

The people respond in one voice “Yes.” 

“Then where’s your church documents?” the officer demands. 

One brother explains, “Right now we don’t have documents.” He goes 

on to explain, “The thing is I’m just leading the service right now.” 
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The officer butts in, “What are your legal grounds for conducting these 

services?” 

“We are conducting these services based upon our faith in Jesus 

Christ.” The man answers. 

 

Masked police officer questions church leader after raiding their 

worship service. 

The video cuts to a clip of a hand-made banner written in Ukrainian 

that says “Christ has Risen.” Then it cuts to a clip of the masked police 

officer writing down a statement from the man who claimed he was 

leading the service. They show a stack of Evangelical Christian books 

prominently displaying Erwin Lutzer’s book “Hitler’s Cross: The 
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Revealing Story of How the Cross of Christ Was Used As a Symbol of 

the Nazi Agenda” as if it was promoting Nazism.  

The rest of the video goes on to show the police officers searching the 

church and a small dormitory where apparently some of the church 

members lived. 

Remember that earlier this year I wrote about how Luhansk People’s 

Republic was banning all “religious groups” and forcing all churches to 

register with the government and to submit their doctrinal beliefs to 

government “experts” for approval. It looks as if this recent raid on this 

small church and the announcement below about stopping all activities 

of the Baptist Union are probably connected with the enactment of this 

new law back in February. 

Here on our website I have translated the most recent announcement 

from the Luhansk People’s Republic concerning the ban on the Baptist 

Union. 

 

These believers and churches need your prayers! 

 

Serving our Savior together! 

Caleb and Christina 
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